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on top of that, this actress doesn't believe in loyalty. oh no. she will sleep with whoever
she wants, whenever she wants. now, not all of us are fans of rocio santos. but she is
still relatable. we are all sometimes to some degree bad girls. we all have secrets and

we feel like it is impossible to be honest with everyone. the only reason why this actress
became a bad girl was because she felt she had no other choice and so, she decided to

stay in the business. of course, since then, she is now willing to call things what they
are because she wants people to acknowledge that bad girls are real, and not just a

fabrication of telenovelas. and in that way, the industry is trying to reflect the current
latin american market. the majority of viewers of these kinds of shows, are latinas, so
why would we make their lives so simplistic? he is also involved in the organizations
that help for the victims of femicide in mexico. erick has appeared in more than 100

television programs and 50 telenovelas and 10 films. he also appears in a total of more
than 45 telenovelas. if a show happens to have been in the top 40 of multiple highest-
scoring lists, i know that itll probably make this list and its beyond easy to see why. it
managed to score near the top of this list despite its low ratings. but like i said above,
this list isnt just about highest rating and for that reason, i was surprised when, at the

end of the rankings, i saw el rebelde taking all the top three spots. thats hard to believe,
and itll be interesting to see whether that holds. there are several theories about the

reason why el seor de los cielos is the best telenovela ever, but most agree that it was
its tv ratings. its top-rated episodes even managed to secure a spot at the top of the

list, as one of the highest rated telenovela series ever in spain. like the series itself, the
casting is diverse and the telenovela includes many significant issues and angles, like
the status of women in a patriarchal society (amado is depicted as a mostly ineffectual

father), and the all too common problem of drug addiction among mexicans.
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